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Upper bound for the first eigenvalue of algebraic submanifolds

Jean-Pierre Bourguignon, Peter Li, and Shing Tung Yau

1. Statement of results

Let M be a compact manifold endowed with a Riemannian metric. The

spectrum of the Laplacian, A, acting on functions form a discrète set of the form
{0 &lt; Xx ^ k2 ^ • • ^ kk ^ • • • -» oo}. In 1970, Joseph Hersch [5] gave a sharp upper
bound for the first non-zero eigenvalue kx for any Riemannian metric on the

2-sphere in terms of its volume alone. Similar estimâtes for lx on any compact
oriented surfaces were derived by Yang and Yau [7]. The second and the third
authors [6] studied the non-orientable surfaces and pointed out the relationship of
kx and the conformai class of the surface. In fact, their estimâtes were applied to
study the Willmore problem. Another application of thèse types of upper bounds

was found by Choi and Schoen [3] in relation to the set of ail minimal surfaces in
a compact 3-manifold of positive Ricci curvature.

The purpose of this paper is to prove a higher dimensional generalization of the

above results. It was pointed out by Marcel Berger [ 1] that Hersch&apos;s theorem fails
in higher dimensional sphères. In view of the relationship between A, and the

conformai structure of a surface as indicated by Li and Yau [6], we were thus
motivated to study the complex category.

THEOREM. Let Mm be an m&apos;dimensional compact complex manifold admitting
a holomorphic immersion &lt;P : M -+ CP*. Suppose that 0 isfull in the sensé that &lt;P(M)

is not contained in any hyperplane ofCPN. Then,for any Kâhler metric œ on M, the

first non-zero eigenvalue kx(M9 œ) satisfies
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Hère, d([4&gt;], [co]) is the holomorphic immersion degree, a homological invariant defined
by

_ Jm
A COm~l

0)m
JM

where a is the Kâhler form ofCPN with respect to the Fubini-Study metric, and [ ]

dénotes the homology or cohomology class defined by the enclosed object.

Use of this estimate can be found in [3].
Let us remark that the totally géodésie subvarieties CP&quot;1 endowed with the

Fubini-Study metric a hâve A,(CPW, a) 4(m + 1). In particular, if we apply the
Theorem to a fully immersed algebraic submanifold with the induced Fubini-Study
metric, then we hâve an interesting gap estimate.

COROLLARY. Let &lt;P :Mm-+CPN be a full immersion of an m-dimensional

complex manifold into CPN {with N &gt; m). Then, the first eigenvalue ofM with respect
to the metric induced by the Fubini-Study metric a on CP^ has an upper bound given
by

N

The authors thank Jean Benoît Bost and the référée for helpful comments on a

first version of the paper.

2. Proof of the theorem

a) A convenient embedding of CPN

Let us first review a well known construction concerning the complex projective
space CP*. As we shall see later, it is related to its spectral properties.

Let V : CPN^&gt;JtN+l(C) s C(N+1)2 be the (real analytic) embedding mapping a

point in CP^-a 1-dimensional vector subspace of C(Ar+1)-to the orthogonal
projection onto this Une.
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Consider homogeneous coordinates [Z] =[zo;zl;... ;zN] on CP*. One then
has

ZZ*
ÎP([Z]) z*z

where Z* dénotes the conjugate transpose of Z. Clearly,

V:= &lt;F(CP&quot;) {A g JtN + ,(C) | ,4 ^2 A*, rank ^ 1}.

It easily follows from the diagonalizability of Hermitian matrices in a unitary basis

that

&lt;€ {A eJ?N+l(C) \A =^*,rank^ 1, trace A 1},

that the real convex hull of # in JtN+\(£) is

œ-.= {A eJfN+l(C) \A =A*,A &gt;0,trace^ 1}.

and that the boundary of the compact convex set Jt? (sitting in the affine space
{A g JtN+ ,(C) | A A*9 trace A 1} of real dimension N(N -h 2)) is

{A g ^+ ,(C) \A=A*,A^0, trace ^ 1, and rank A £ N}9

i.e., that ^ is the set of extremal points of Jf.

b) The action of the group of holomorphic transformations

We can now relate this embedding to the homogeneous structure of the complex
projective space by considering the action of holomorphic transformations.

The group of holomorphic transformations acting on CP&quot; with respect to its

homogeneous coordinates is given by

PG1^+ ,(C) {B g G\N+ ,(C) | det B l}/center.

Let [Z]=[zo;zï;...;zN]e CP&quot;. The action of BeG\N+l(C) on CP&quot; is given by

[Z] h-&gt; [BZ]. When described in terms of éléments in &lt;€ ^(CP^), B maps the

projector ZZ*jZ*Z to BZZ*B*/Z*(B*B)Z.
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The isometric transformations of CP&quot; coincide with the éléments of the quotient

group SU;v+, modulo its center. The coset space of PGljv+^C) by this subgroup
can be interprétée as the set of &quot;non-isometric actions&quot;, and can be identified with
SlAr+1(C)/SUjVH_1. Any class of the coset space has a représentative in

&lt;f *= {B e SW X(C)\B B* and B &gt; 0}.

Notice that the real dimension of £f is N(N + 2), as is the real dimension of Jf.
Since we will need to work with the boundary of Sf9 having a constraint on the

déterminant is not so convenient. Therefore, we introduce the cône

9&gt;&apos;&apos;-= {B € Gl^ j(C) | B B* and B &gt; 0},

of which y is a basis, i.e., can be obtained by dividing out «y by the usual

projective équivalence relation of multiplication by a positive real scalar, namely

The set Sf&apos; has a topological boundary given by

W {B g Gl*+ ,(C) | B B*, B ^ 0, and rank B &lt;L N}.

It will hereafter be convenient to represent points in the boundary d£f of y by lines

in d£fr. (Indeed, notice that going to infinity in Sf implies, because of the

déterminant constraint, that at least one eigenvalue of the linear transformation

goes to 0, hence that the linear transformation approaches the topological
boundary of Sf&apos;.)

c) Taking centers of mass with respect to spécial measures

If /i is a non zéro positive measure defined on CP^, we can define the center of
mass with respect to \x through W by

« f dfi([z])Y Y f fg dK[Z])) e je.

The action of B induces an action on the center of mass through W by
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which also takes its values in Jf. We will dénote by \j/ the mapping induced on Sf

(i.e., {// : y -&gt;^f), and by ij/ the map induced on £f&apos;. Thèse maps are obviously
continuous.

We claim that \j/ maps any séquence (Bn) in y going to its boundary to a

séquence which can only accumulate at points of ôJf. Indeed, to any point of
accumulation of (Bn) is associated B e d9&quot; (hence having a non trivial kernel
ker B), such that, for a subsequence (Bn) tending to B, BHt onn{B + en) where eHi

tends to 0 in the space of non négative Hermitian matrices. It is then clear that the

séquence (ij/(Bni)) is made of matrices which are intégrais of perturbations of
matrices ail having ker B as kernel.

We will now dérive a sufficient condition on the measure fi under which the

mapping \p : 9&quot; - {0} -&gt; 2tf is continuous. The mapping B ^ BZZ*B*/Z*B*BZ is

not necessarily continuous for a fixed Z. The points of discontinuity are contained
in the set given by the vanishing of the denominator Z*B*BZ. This occurs when Z
is a null vector of B*B, and hence a null vector of B itself. If we now fix B, the set

of discontinuous points is {[Z] | Z g ker B}. However, this set describes a standard

Since the integrand in the définition of \j/ is uniformly bounded, by the

dominated convergence lemma, it follows that the map if/ : y -*jf? has a continuous

extension to the boundary if the support of /i intersects each CP^&quot;* at a set of
^-measure zéro. This is in particular the case for the measure fi, image under a full
immersion 0 : M -? CP^ of the Riemannian measure of a complex Kâhler manifold
M of (complex) dimension m, since fi can be viewed as a measure in CPN supported
in &lt;P(M) which intersects any totally géodésie CP^&quot;* along a subvariety of
dimension (strictly) less than m, hence in a set of /i-measure 0.

We now restrict our attention to this family ofmeasures, which is the setting ofthe
theorem.

d) Achieving any point in Jf as a center of mass

We now claim that the map \j/ : &amp; -» #? is onto.
We just proved that ij/ maps séquences accumulating at points in d£f to

séquences accumulating to points in d^f and that, in our case, ij/ has a continuous
extension to the boundary. If we can show that ij/ : d£f -* dJf has a non-trivial
degree, then the fixed point theorem will imply the surjectivity of \j/.

We take the viewpoint that the measure [i is a measure defined on CP^ with

support in the image &lt;&amp;(M).
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Let us dénote by plq the canonical measure on CP^ induced by the Fubini-
Study metric a normalized to hâve the same total mass as fi. We can define a

1-parameter family of mappings \j/t : 9* -&gt; Jf given by

where

*o([Z])
CPN \JCPn

is the center of mass computed with respect to the measure /*0. (Note that \jft(B) can
also be viewed as the center of mass computed with respect to the measure

fit tii +(1 — 0/v) Since both \j/ and ij/0 are continuous, ij/t is a continuous
1-parameter family of maps between Sf and Jf. Moreover, by the above argument,
\j/t maps dSf into dtf. Hence, it suffices to check that the degree of \f/0 : d£f -&gt; 5«?f

is non-trivial. On the other hand, by the equivariant property of the Fubini-Study
metric w.r.t. the action of SU^+i, one readily checks that i//0 is a diffeomor-
phism between PGl^+j/PSU^^.! and Jf, hence has a non-trivial degree on the

boundary.
This implies that the map ij/ is surjective.

é) Estimating the lowest eigenvalue by appropriate test functions

We are now ready to estimate the first non-zero eigenvalue XX{M, œ). Again, let
us first discuss the Laplacian A with respect to the Fubini-Study metric of CP^. It
is known ([2], page 172) that the real and imaginary parts of the functions ^(Z)tJ
given by {9îe(!F(Z)iy), Zm(W(Z)tJ)} for 0 ^ ij £ N span the real subspace gener-
ated by the constant functions and the first eigenspace of A. In fact, the complex
Laplacian when applied to the function Y(Z)lJ gives

when i #/ Also, the diagonal éléments satisfy

Hence, using the fact that \A, the first eigenvalue of CP* is given by 4(iV -h 1).
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The identity

implies that the image ^ of CP^ under &lt;P is contained in the real unit sphère
S2(n+iv-i in C(Ar+i)2 MoreOver, V sits in the real affine subspace F of real
dimension N(N + 2). By the orthogonality to constants of eigenfunctions for a non
zéro value (or by symmetry), the center of mass

VJcp*

is given by the matrix (l/(Af+l))I. Hence, it is contained in F. Moreover, the
normal vector to the hyperspace described by trace ^([Z]) 1 is also given by
1/C/V+l)!. Therefore

where 0* is the affine sphère of dimension N2 + 2N - 1 with radius ^/ff/y/N H- 1

centered at the point given by the diagonal matrix 1/(JV +1)1. The convex hull 3tf

of # is then contained in ®, the bail contained in F of boundary &amp;. In fact, one

readily checks that the embedding

is the Veronese minimal embedding of CPN given by its first eigenspace. The fact
that ^0(I) 1/(JV + 1)1 implies that it is contained in Jf. By the surjectivity of ^,
there exists B e ^ such that {//(B) \/(N+\)l. This implies that

(L dV) XL &apos;JdV(p)) NTÏ ôlJ&apos;

By the Rayleigh principle, the first eigenvalue of M can be estimated by

A, £ ((V([2?Z]),, -j^ ô.^j o $(p)J dV(p)
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JM

4n, f d(W([BZ o $])„) a

where co is the Kâhler form on M.
Summing over 0 &lt; ij &lt;&gt; N, and using the fact that 9 is an affine sphère with

radius y/N/^N&apos;+ 1, we conclude that

(m - 1)!

The theorem follows by observing that, since *¥ is the Veronese embedding, the
form

„ a

where c is the Kâhler form on CP^ with respect to the Fubini-Study metric. Let
us now observe that both a and B*a represent the same cohomology class in CP^.
Hence

F
&lt;P*B*(&lt;r) Act)m&quot;1= F

&lt;P*(&lt;t)

JM JM

and the theorem follows.
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